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Abstract 

In spite of the late start of aquaculture genome research, significant progress has been made in 

aquaculture genomics.  Many of the genomic resources, tools, and technology developed from 

genomics have wide applications for aquaculture research and genetic improvements of 

aquaculture species.  The major genome technologies include DNA marker technologies, novel 

sequencing technologies, gene discovery technologies, genome mapping technologies, and 

technologies for analysis of genome expression.  This chapter was written to provide basic 

information such as theories behind the technologies, principles of the technologies, and 

potential applications of each of these genome technologies relevant to aquaculture.   In some 

cases, research and technology development trends are discussed such that the readers are aware 

of the direction of future research.  For instance, single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNP) are 

clearly the markers of choice in the future even though microsatellites are currently predominant 

type of markers in aquaculture research and applications; the next generation of sequencing 

technologies will not only play a dominant role in sequencing, but also may replace the 

traditional genome expression analysis technologies such as microarrays. 

 

Keywords: Genome, AFLP, Microsatellites, SNP, Marker, QTL, EST, next generation 

sequencing technology, microarray, linkage mapping, radiation hybrid, comparative mapping, 

sequence tag 
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Aquaculture, like animal husbandry, has a long history dating back some 3000 years 

when the Chinese began culturing carp.  However, whereas genetic selection of animal livestock 

has been conducted for thousands of years, until very recently, most cultured aquatic animals 

were essentially wild.  For thousands of years, aquaculture was limited to the harvesting of 

immature fish or shellfish and transferring them to an artificially created environment favorable 

to their growth.  In spite of much earlier aquaculture practices in China, the documented artificial 

production of aquaculture seed was first introduced in 1733 when a German farmer successfully 

gathered fish eggs, fertilized them, and raised the fish that hatched.  Initially this kind of 

aquaculture was limited to freshwater fish.  In the 20th century, new techniques were developed 

to successfully breed saltwater species.  Most brood stocks used in aquaculture were not 

genetically selected until the late 20th century.  In the last 30-40 years, major progress has been 

made in the genetic enhancement programs of many aquaculture species by using traditional 

selective breeding techniques, and it is only within the last decade or so that large-scale genome 

research of aquaculture species started to take off.   

Genomics, as a new field, has its own technologies and requires new sets of resources.  

Let me first clarify the term I used in the title of this chapter, genome-based technologies.  The 

term is used to include technologies required to conduct genome research and technologies 

derived as a result of genome research for genetic improvement programs in aquaculture.  As 

such, I will include in this chapter DNA marker technologies, sequencing technologies, genome 

mapping technologies, gene discovery technologies, and genome expression analysis 

technologies.  I will briefly introduce these technologies and briefly discuss their applications in 

genome research and genetic improvements of aquaculture species.  Readers with an interest in 
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technical details of these technologies are referred to a recently published book, Aquaculture 

Genome Technologies (Liu 2007).   

1. DNA marker technologies 

A. Historical perspectives 

The genome compositions of each individual of the same species are similar but different at the 

level of DNA sequences and its encoding capacity, and thereby have different transcriptional 

activities, biological characteristics and performance.  The entire task of DNA marker 

technologies is to provide the means to reveal such DNA level differences of genomes among 

individuals of the same species, as well as among various related taxa.  Historically, these 

measurements relied on phenotypic or qualitative markers. Morphological differences such as 

body dimensions, size, and pigmentation are some examples of phenotypic markers. Genetic 

diversity measurements based on phenotypic markers are often indirect, and inferential through 

controlled breeding and performance studies (Okumus and Cifci 2003; Parker et al. 1998). 

Because these markers are polygenically inherited and have low heritability, they may not 

represent the true genetic differences (Smith and Chesser 1981). Only when the genetic basis for 

these phenotypic markers is known, can some of them be used to measure genetic diversity. 

Molecular markers including protein markers and DNA markers were developed to overcome 

problems associated with phenotypic markers.  

Much before the discovery of DNA markers, allozyme markers were used to identify 

broodstocks in fish and other aquaculture species (Kucuktas and Liu, 2007).  Allozymes are 

different allelic forms of the same enzymes encoded at the same locus (Hunter and Market 1957; 

Parker et al. 1998; May 2003). Genetic variations detected in allozymes may be the result of 
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point mutations, insertions or deletions (indels). Allozymes have had a wide range of 

applications in fisheries and aquaculture including population analysis, mixed stock analysis, and 

hybrid identification (May 2003). However, they are becoming a marker type of the past due to 

the limited number of loci that in turn prohibits genome-wide coverage for the analysis of 

complex traits (Kucuktas and Liu, 2007). In addition, mutation at the DNA level that causes a 

replacement of a similarly charged amino acid may not be detected by allozyme electrophoresis.  

Another drawback is that most commonly used tissues in allozyme electrophoresis are the 

muscle, liver, eye and heart, the collection of which is lethal.   

 Two specific technological advances, the discovery and application of restriction 

enzymes in 1973 and the development of DNA hybridization techniques in 1975, set the 

foundation for the development of the first type of DNA markers, restriction fragment length 

polymorphism (RFLP, for a recent review, see Liu 2007b).  Restriction endonucleases cut DNA 

wherever their recognition sequences are encountered.  Therefore, changes in the DNA sequence 

due to insertions/deletions (indels), base substitutions, or rearrangements involving the restriction 

sites can result in the gain, loss, or relocation of a restriction site. Digestion of DNA with 

restriction enzymes results in fragments whose number and size can vary among individuals, 

populations, and species. Two approaches are widely used for RFLP analysis.  The first involves 

the use of Southern blot hybridization (Southern 1975), while the second involves the use of 

PCR.  Traditionally, fragments were separated using Southern blot analysis, in which genomic 

DNA is digested, subjected to electrophoresis through an agarose gel, transferred to a solid 

support such as a piece of nylon membrane, and visualized by hybridization to specific probes. 

Most recent analysis replaces the tedious Southern blot analysis with techniques based on PCR.  

If flanking sequences are known for a locus, the segment containing the RFLP region is 
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amplified via PCR.  If the length polymorphism is caused by a deletion or insertion, gel 

electrophoresis of the PCR products should reveal the size difference.  However, if the length 

polymorphism is caused by base substitution at a restriction site, PCR products must be digested 

with a restriction enzyme to reveal the RFLP.  

The major strength of RFLP markers is that they are codominant markers, i.e., both 

alleles in an individual are observed in the analysis. The major disadvantage of RFLP is the 

relatively low level of polymorphism. In addition, either sequence information (for PCR 

analysis) or a molecular probe (for Southern blot analysis) is required, making it difficult and 

time-consuming to develop markers in species lacking known molecular information.  Due to 

these disadvantages, the application of RFLP markers in aquaculture and fisheries has been, and 

will be limited.  

Mitochondrial genome evolves more rapidly than the nuclear genome.  The rapid 

evolution of the mtDNA makes it highly polymorphic within a given species.  The 

polymorphism is especially high in the control region (D-loop region), making the D-loop region 

highly useful in population genetic analysis. The analysis of mitochondrial markers is mostly 

RFLP analysis, or direct sequence analysis (Liu and Cordes 2004). Due to the high levels of 

polymorphism and the ease of mitochondrial DNA analysis, mtDNA has been widely used as 

markers in aquaculture and fisheries settings.  However, mtDNA is maternally inherited in most 

cases, and this non-Mendelian inheritance greatly limits the applications of mtDNA for genome 

research.  In addition, most aquaculture-related traits are controlled by nuclear genes.  For most 

aquaculture finfish species, their nuclear genome is at the level of a billion base pairs while their 

mitochondrial genomes are usually tens of thousands of times smaller than the nuclear genome.  

Clearly, in spite of their usefulness for the identification of aquaculture stocks, mitochondrial 
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DNA markers will not be tremendously useful for aquaculture genome research and genetic 

improvement programs in aquaculture.  However, some recent studies suggested that 

mitochondrial DNA could influence performance traits such as growth (Steele et al., 2008).  

When the Human Genome Project was launched in the mid 1980s, the capacity and 

capabilities of available DNA marker technologies seriously limited genome research.  Such 

severe limits put pressure to develop more efficient marker systems for analysis of complex traits 

and genome organizations.  At the end of 1980s, the simple sequence repeats (SSR) or 

microsatellites were discovered; and they have since been used as one of the most preferred 

marker types because of their high levels of polymorphism, abundance, roughly even genome 

distribution, co-dominant inheritance, and small locus size that facilitate PCR-based genotyping 

(Tautz 1989).  Because of the importance of microsatellites for aquaculture genome research and 

genetic improvement programs, I will provide a greater level of discussion below.   

At the beginning of 1990s, efforts were also devoted to develop multi-loci, PCR-based 

fingerprinting techniques.  Such efforts resulted in the development of two marker types that 

were highly popular for a while: RAPD (random amplified polymorphic DNA, Welsh and 

Mcclelland 1990; Williams et al. 1990) and AFLP (amplified fragment length polymorphism, 

Vos et al., 1995).   

RAPD is a multi-locus DNA fingerprinting technique using PCR to randomly amplify 

anonymous segments of nuclear DNA with a single short PCR primer (8-10 bp in length) (for a 

recent review, see Liu 2007c). Because the primers are short, relatively low annealing 

temperatures (often 36-40ºC) must be used.  Once different bands are amplified from related 

species, population, or individuals, RAPD markers are produced.  RAPD markers thus are 

differentially amplified bands using a short PCR primer from random genome sites.  Genetic 
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variation and divergence within and between the taxa of interest are assessed by the presence or 

absence of each product, which is dictated by changes in the DNA sequence at each locus.  

RAPD polymorphisms can occur due to base substitutions at the primer binding sites or to 

insertions or deletions (indels) in the regions between the two close primer binding sites.  The 

potential power for detection of polymorphism is reasonably high as compared to RFLP, but 

much lower than microsatellites; typically, 5-20 bands can be produced using a given primer, and 

multiple sets of random primers can be used to scan the entire genome for differential RAPD 

bands. Because each band is considered a bi-allelic locus (presence or absence of an amplified 

product), polymorphic information content (PIC) values for RAPDs fall below those for 

microsatellites.  The major advantages of RAPD markers are their applicability to all species 

regardless of known genetic, molecular or sequence information, relatively high level of 

polymorphic rates, simple procedure and a minimal requirement for both equipment and 

technical skills. RAPD has been widely used in genetic analysis of aquaculture species, but its 

further application in genome studies is limited by its lack of high reproducibility and reliability.  

In addition, RAPD is inherited as dominant markers and transfer of information with dominant 

markers among laboratories and across species is difficult. 

 

B. Amplified Fragment length polymorphism (AFLP) 

 

Alternatives of RAPD that overcome the major problems such as its low reproducibility were 

actively sought.  AFLP (Vos et al. 1995) was the outcome of such efforts.  AFLP is based on the 

selective amplification of a subset of genomic restriction fragments using PCR (for a recent 

review, see Liu 2007d).  Genomic DNA is digested with restriction enzymes, and double-
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stranded DNA adaptors with known sequences are ligated to the ends of the DNA fragments to 

generate primer-binding sites for amplification.  The sequence of the adaptors and the adjacent 

restriction site serve as primer binding sites for subsequent amplification of the restriction 

fragments by PCR.  Selective nucleotides extending into the restriction sites are added to the 3' 

ends of the PCR primers such that only a subset of the restriction fragments is recognized.  Only 

restriction fragments in which the nucleotides flanking the restriction site match the selective 

nucleotides will be amplified.  The subset of amplified fragments is then analyzed by denaturing 

polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis to generate the fingerprints.   

 AFLP analysis is an advanced form of RFLP.  Therefore, the molecular basis for RFLP 

and AFLP are similar.  First, any deletions and/or insertions between the two restriction 

enzymes, e.g., between Eco RI and Mse I that are most often used in AFLP analysis, will cause 

shifts of fragment sizes.  Second, base substitution at the restriction sites will lead to loss of 

restriction sites and thus a size change.  However, only base substitutions in all Eco RI sites and 

roughly 1/8 of Mse I sites are detected by AFLP since only the Eco RI primer is labeled and 

AFLP is designed to analyze only the Eco RI-Mse I fragments.  Third, base substitutions leading 

to new restriction sites may also produce AFLP.  Once again, gaining Eco RI sites always leads 

to production of AFLP, gaining Mse I sites must be within the Eco RI-Mse I fragments to 

produce new AFLP.  In addition to the common mechanisms involved in polymorphism of RFLP 

and AFLP, AFLP also scans for any base substitutions at the first three bases immediately after 

the two restriction sites.  Considering large numbers of restriction sites for the two enzymes 

(250,000 Eco RI sites and 500,000 Mse I sites immediately next to Eco RI sites for a typical fish 

genome with one billion base pairs), a complete AFLP scan would also examine over 2 million 

bases immediately adjacent to the restriction sites.  
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The potential power of AFLP in the study of genetic variation is enormous.  In principle, 

any combination of a 6-bp cutter with a 4-bp cutter in the first step can be used to determine 

potential fragment length polymorphism.  For each pair of restriction enzyme used in the 

analysis, e.g., Eco RI and Mse I, a total of approximately 500,000 EcoRI-Mse I fragments would 

exist for a genome with a size of 1 x 109 bp.  Theoretically, 4096 primer combinations compose a 

complete genome-wide scan of the fragment length polymorphism using the two restriction 

enzymes if three bases are used for selective amplification.  As hundreds of restriction 

endonucleases are commercially available, the total power of AFLP for analysis of genetic 

variation can not be exhausted.  However, it is probably never necessary to perform such 

exhaustive analysis.  Since over 100 loci can be analyzed by a single primer combination, a few 

primer combinations should display thousands of fingerprints.  For genetic resource analysis, the 

number of primer combinations required for construction of phylogenetic trees/dendrograms 

depends on the level of polymorphism in the populations, but probably takes no more than five 

to ten primer combinations.  

AFLP combines the strengths of RFLP and RAPD.  It is a PCR-based approach requiring 

only a small amount of starting DNA; it does not require any prior genetic information or probes; 

and it overcomes the problem of low reproducibility inherent to RAPD. AFLP is capable of 

producing far greater numbers of polymorphic bands than RAPD in a single analysis, 

significantly reducing costs and making possible the genetic analysis of closely-related 

populations.  It is particularly well adapted for stock identification because of the robust nature 

of its analysis.  The other advantage of AFLP is its ability to reveal genetic conservation as well 

as genetic variation.  In this regard, it is superior to microsatellites for applications in stock 

identification.  Microsatellites often possess large numbers of alleles, too many to obtain a clear 
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picture with small numbers of samples.  Identification of stocks using microsatellites, therefore, 

would require large sample sizes.  For instance, if 10 fish are analyzed, each of the 10 fish may 

exhibit distinct genotypes at a few microsatellite loci, making it difficult to determine relatedness 

without any commonly conserved genotypes.   In closely related populations, AFLP can readily 

reveal commonly shared bands which define the common roots in a phylogenetic tree, and 

polymorphic bands that define branches in the phylogenetic tree.  

The major weakness of AFLP markers is their dominant nature of inheritance.  Genetic 

information is limited with dominant markers because essentially only one allele is scored; and at 

the same time, since the true alternative allele is scored as a different locus, AFLP also inflate the 

number of loci under study.  As dominant markers, information transfer across laboratories is 

difficult.  In addition, AFLP is more technically demanding, requiring special equipment such as 

automated DNA sequencers for optimal operations.   

AFLP has been widely used in aquaculture such as analysis of population structures, 

migration, hybrid identification, strain identification, parentage identification, genetic resource 

analysis, genetic diversity, reproduction contribution, and endangered species protection (Seki et 

al. 1999; Jorde et al. 1999; Sun et al. 1999; Cardoso et al. 2000; Chong et al. 2000; Kai et al. 

2002; Mickett et al. 2003; Whitehead et al. 2003; Mock et al. 2004; Campbell and Bernatchez 

2004; Simmons et al. 2006).   

  AFLP has also been widely used in genetic linkage analysis (Liu et al. 1998; 1999; 

Kocher et al. 1998; Griffiths and Orr, 1999; Agresti et al. 2000; Robison et al. 2001; Rogers et al. 

2001; Liu et al. 2003; Li et al. 2003; William et al. 2005), and analysis of parental genetic 

contribution involving interspecific hybridization (Young et al. 2001) and meiogynogenesis 

(Felip et al. 2000).  In a study of the black rockfish (Sebastes inermis), Kai et al. (2002) used 
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AFLP to distinguish three color morphotypes, in which diagnostic AFLP loci were identified as 

well as loci with significant frequency differences.  In such reproductive isolated populations, it 

is likely that “fixed markers” of AFLP can be identified to serve as diagnostic markers.  Fixed 

markers are associated most often with relatively less migratory, reproductive isolated 

populations (Kucuktas et al. 2002).  With highly migratory fish species, fixed markers may not 

be available.  However, distinct populations are readily differentiated by difference in allele 

frequencies.  For instance, Chong et al. (2000) used AFLP for the analysis of five geographical 

populations of Malaysian river catfish (Mystus nemurus) and found that AFLP was more 

efficient for the differentiation of sub-populations and for the identification of genotypes within 

the populations than RAPD although similar clusters of the populations were concluded with 

either analysis. 

 In spite of its popularity, AFLP has two fundamental flaws that prohibit its wider 

applications in the future: the dominance inheritance and lack of information to link it to genome 

sequence information.  In some cases, AFLP can be used as a rapid screening tool, and useful 

markers can then be converted to SCAR (sequence characterized amplified region) markers.  

However, genome scale applications of SCAR markers are unlikely. 

 

C. Microsatellites 

 

Microsatellites are simple sequence repeats (SSRs) of 1-6 base pairs.  The advantages of 

microsatellites as molecular markers include their abundance in genomes, even distribution, 

small locus size facilitating PCR-based genotyping, co-dominant nature of Mendelian 

inheritance, and high levels of polymorphism (for a recent review, see Liu 2007e).  
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Microsatellites are highly abundant in various eukaryotic genomes including all aquaculture 

species studied to date.  In most of the vertebrate genomes, microsatellites make up a few percent 

of the genome in terms of the involved base pairs, depending on the compactness of the 

genomes.  Generally speaking, more compact genomes tend to contain smaller proportion of 

repeats including simple sequence repeats, but this generality is not always true. For example, 

the highly compact genome of Japanese pufferfish contains 1.29% of microsatellites, but its 

closely related Tetraodon nigroviridis genome contains 3.21% of microsatellites (Crollius et al. 

2000). During a genomic sequencing survey of channel catfish, microsatellites were found to 

represent 2.58% of the catfish genome (Xu et al. 2006; Liu 2007g).  In fugu, one microsatellite 

was found for every 1.87 kb of DNA.  For comparison, in the human genome, one microsatellite 

was found for every 6 kb of DNA (Beckmann and Weber 1992).  It is reasonable to predict that 

in most aquaculture fish species, one microsatellite should exist every 10 kb or less of the 

genomic sequences, on average. 

Dinucleotide repeats are the most abundant forms of microsatellites. For instance, in 

channel catfish, 67.9% of all microsatellites are present in the form of dinucleotide repeats; 

18.5% are present as trinucleotide repeats; and 13.5% as tetranucleotide repeats, excluding 

mononucleotide repeats which are not nearly as useful for molecular markers.  Generally 

speaking, dinucleotide microsatellites are the most abundant, followed by tri-, or tetranucleotide 

repeats, but in some cases, tetranucleotide repeats can be more frequent than the trinucleotide 

repeats. Of the dinucleotide repeat types, (CA)n is the most common dinucleotide repeat type, 

followed by (AT)n, and then (CT)n (Toth et al. 2000; Xu et al. 2006).  (CG)n type of repeats is 

relatively rare in the vertebrate genomes. Partially this is because the vertebrate genomes are 

often A/T-rich.  Of the trinucleotide repeats and tetra-nucleotide repeats, relatively A/T-rich 
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repeat types are generally more abundant than G/C-rich repeat types.  Microsatellites longer than 

tetranucleotide repeats (penta- and hexanucluotides) are much less abundant and therefore, are 

less important as molecular markers (Toth et al. 2000). It is important to point out that the 

definition of microsatellites limiting to repeats of six bases long are quite arbitrary. Technically 

speaking, repeats with seven bases or longer sequences are also microsatellites, but because they 

become rarer as the repeats are longer, they are less relevant as molecular markers.   

Microsatellites are distributed in the genome on all chromosomes and all regions of the 

chromosome.  They have been found inside gene coding regions (e.g. Liu et al. 2001), introns, 

and in the non-gene sequences (Toth et al. 2000).  The best known examples of microsatellites 

within coding regions are those causing genetic diseases in humans, such as the CAG repeats that 

encode polyglutamine tract, resulting in mental retardation.  In spite of their wide distribution in 

genes, microsatellites are predominantly located in noncoding regions (Metzgar et al. 2000). 

Only about 10-15% of microsatellites reside within coding regions (Moran 1993; van Lith and 

van Zutphen 1996; Edwards et al. 1998; Serapion et al. 2004). This distribution should be 

explained by negative selection against frameshift mutations in the translated sequences 

(Metzgar et al. 2000; Li et al. 2004). Because the majority of microsatellites exist in the form of 

dinucleotide repeats, any mutation by expansion or shrinking would cause frameshift of the 

protein encoding open frames if they reside within the coding region.  This also explains why the 

majority of microsatellites residing within coding regions have been found to be trinucleotide 

repeats, though the presence of dinucleotide repeats and their mutations within the coding 

regions do occur. 

Most microsatellite loci are relatively small, ranging from a few to a few hundred repeats.  

The relatively small size of microsatellite loci is important for PCR-facilitated genotyping.  
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Generally speaking, within a certain range, microsatellites containing a larger number of repeats 

tend to be more polymorphic, though polymorphism has been observed in microsatellites with as 

few as five repeats (Karsi et al., 2002). For practical applications, microsatellite loci must be 

amplified using PCR.  For best separations of related alleles that often differ one another by as 

little as one repeat unit, it is desirable to have small PCR amplicons, most often within 200 bp.  

However, due to the repetitive nature of microsatellites, their flanking sequences can be quite a 

simple sequence as well, prohibiting the design of PCR primers for the amplification of 

microsatellite loci within a small size limit.   

Microsatellites are highly polymorphic as a result of their hypermutability and thereby 

the accumulation of various forms in the population of a given species.  Microsatellite 

polymorphism is based on size differences due to varying numbers of repeat units contained by 

alleles at a given locus.  Microsatellite mutation rates have been reported as high as 10-2 per 

generation (Weber and Wong 1993; Crawford and Cuthbertson 1996; Ellegren 2000), which are 

several orders of magnitude greater than that of nonrepetitive DNA (10− 9; Li 1997). In several 

fish species, the mutation rates of microsatellites were reported to be at the level of 10-3 per locus 

per generation:  1.3×10-3 in common carp (Zhang et al., 2008), 2×10-3 in pipefish (Jones et al. 

1999), 3.9–8.5×10-3 in salmon (Steinberg et al. 2002) and 2×10-3 in dollar sunfish (MacKiewicz 

et al. 2002). 

Microsatellites are inherited in a Mendelian fashion as codominant markers.  This is one 

of the strengths of microsatellite markers in addition to their abundance, even genomic 

distribution, small locus size, and high polymorphism. Genotyping of microsatellite markers are 
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usually straightforward.  However, due to the presence of null alleles (alleles that can not be 

amplified using the primers designed), complications do exist.  As a result, caution should be 

exercised to assure the patterns of microsatellite genotypes fit the genetic model under 

application. 

 The disadvantage of microsatellites as markers include the requirement for existing 

molecular genetic information, a large amount of up front work for microsatellite development, 

and tedious and labor intensive nature of microsatellite primer design, testing, and optimization 

of PCR conditions.  Each microsatellite locus has to be identified and its flanking region 

sequenced for the design of PCR primers.  Technically, the simplest way to identify and 

characterize a large number of microsatellites is through the construction of microsatellite-

enriched small-insert genomic libraries (Orstrander et al. 1992; Lyall et al. 1993; Kijas et al. 

1994; Zane et al. 2002).  In spite of the variation in techniques for the construction of 

microsatellite-enriched libraries, the enrichment techniques usually include selective 

hybridization of fragmented genomic DNA with a tandem repeat-containing oligonucleotide 

probe and further PCR amplification of the hybridization products.  In spite of the simplicity in 

the construction of microsatellite-enriched libraries and thereby the identification and 

characterization of microsatellite markers, for a large genome project, the real need of direct 

microsatellite marker development may not be the wisest approach.  Recent progress in 

sequencing technologies with the next generation of sequencers will allow large numbers of 

genomic sequence tags to be generated that would include numerous microsatellites.  

Microsatellites can be identified and sequenced directly from genome sequence surveys such as 

BAC end sequencing (Xu et al., 2006; Somridhivej et al., 2008), and from EST analysis from 

which many microsatellites can be developed into type I markers (Liu et al. 1999; Serapion et al. 
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2004).  Caution has to be exercised, however, on microsatellites developed from ESTs.  First, 

due to the presence of introns, one has to be careful not to design primers at the exon-intron 

boundaries.  Second, the presence of introns would make allele sizes unpredictable.  Finally, 

many microsatellites exist at the 5’- or 3’-UTR, making flanking sequences insufficient for the 

design of PCR primers.  While introns are not a problem for microsatellites derived from BAC 

end sequencing, sequencing reactions often terminate immediately after the microsatellite 

repeats, which also makes flanking sequences insufficient for the design of PCR primers.   

Microsatellites have recently become an extremely popular marker type in a wide variety 

of genetic investigations, as evidenced by the recent debut of the journal Molecular Ecology 

Notes, dedicated almost entirely to publishing primer and allele frequency data for newly-

characterized microsatellite loci in a wide range of species. Over the past decade, microsatellite 

markers have been used extensively in fisheries research including studies of genome mapping, 

parentage, kinships, and stock structure. The major application of microsatellite markers is for 

the construction of genetic linkage and QTL maps.  This is because of the high polymorphic rate 

of microsatellite markers.  When a resource family is produced, the male and female fish parents 

are likely to be heterozygous in most microsatellite loci.  The high polymorphism of 

microsatellites makes it possible to map many markers using a minimal number of resource 

families. There are other reasons for the popularity of microsatellites.  One of these is because 

microsatellites are sequence-tagged markers that allow them to be used as probes for the 

integration of different maps including genetic linkage and physical maps.  Communication 

using microsatellite markers across laboratories is easy, and the use of microsatellite across 

species borders is sometimes possible if the flanking sequences are conserved (FitzSimmons et 

al. 1995; Rico et al. 1996; Leclerc et al. 2000; Cairney et al. 2000).  As a result, microsatellites 
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can be also used for comparative genome analysis.  If microsatellites can be tagged to gene 

sequences, their potential for use in comparative mapping is greatly enhanced.   

 In spite of the popularity and great utilization of microsatellites, recent advances in 

molecular markers will have a major impact on the choice of DNA markers.  In particular, the 

rapid progress in single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) including its rapid identification and 

automation in genotyping make SNP the far more preferred marker system for genome studies as 

detailed below. 

 

D. Single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) 

 

Single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) describes polymorphisms caused by point mutations that 

give rise to different alleles containing alternative bases at a given nucleotide position within a 

locus (for a recent review, see Liu 2007f).  Such sequence differences due to base substitutions 

have been well characterized since the beginning of DNA sequencing in 1977, but genotyping 

SNPs for large numbers of samples was not possible until several major technological advances 

in the late 1990s.  SNPs are again becoming a focal point of molecular markers since they are the 

most abundant polymorphism in any organism, adaptable to automation, and reveal hidden 

polymorphism not detected with other markers and methods.  SNP markers have been regarded 

by many as the markers of choice in the future.   

Theoretically, a SNP within a locus can produce as many as four alleles, each containing 

one of four bases at the SNP site: A, T, C, and G.  Practically, however, most SNPs are usually 

restricted to one of two alleles (quite often either the two pyrimidines C/T or the two purines 
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A/G) and have been regarded as bi-allelic.  They are inherited as codominant markers in a 

Mendelian fashion.   

In spite of its increasing popularity as the choice of markers for the future, SNP discovery 

is a daunting task.  As defined by its definition, single nucleotide polymorphism discovery 

depends on sequencing.  Several approaches have been used for the discovery of SNPs in 

humans and animals.  Earlier efforts used approaches such as SSCP analysis (Gonen et al. 1999), 

heteroduplex analysis (Sorrentino et al. 1992), and direct DNA sequencing.  However, several 

recently developed approaches provide greater efficiencies, two of which are described here in 

detail. 

 The first and the simplest one is to conduct deep sequencing of reduced representation 

libraries (Altshuler et al. 2000; Van Tassel et al., 2008).  In this method, genomic DNA from 

multiple individuals is mixed and digested with restriction endonuclease and subjected to 

electrophoresis through an agarose gel.  The idea is that the allelic fragments from these 

individuals (with potential SNPs) should all migrate to the same gel location.  The gel slice is cut 

and the DNA extracted for the construction of the reduced representation library.  The reduced 

representation library is deeply sequenced to generate coverage of 20-30X using next generation 

DNA sequencers.  The generated sequences can then be assembled for the identification of SNPs.  

Solexa sequencing can be used for species in which a draft genome sequence exists where 

assembly of the short sequence tags can be achieved.  Longer sequences would be needed if a 

draft genome sequence is not yet available.  In most aquaculture species, draft genome sequences 

are not yet available, and therefore, 454 sequencing should be considered. 

 The second strategy involves data mining from EST projects, if EST libraries were 

constructed using multiple individuals (each individual contains two sets of chromosomes so it is 
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possible also to use just one individual, but greater level of polymorphism is provided by 

multiple individuals).  This approach is realistic because EST resources already exist, or are to be 

developed for the majority of important aquaculture species.  In addition, EST-derived SNPs are 

coming from genes and therefore are type I markers.  Mapping of gene-associate SNPs would 

allow analysis of association of SNPs with traits for the discovery of the “causing SNPs” for the 

traits (Bader 2001; Marnellos 2003; Halldorsson et al. 2004; Stram 2004).  However, this 

approach has major limitations.  Because evolutionary restraint on mutations in coding regions, 

SNP rates are generally much lower in coding regions than in non-coding regions.  The major 

problem of EST-derived SNPs could be related high sequence errors in EST sequencing resulting 

in pseudo-SNPs (Wang et al., 2008).  In order to avoid pseudo-SNPs, two factors appeared to be 

crucial: the contig sizes and the lower sequence allele frequency.  Contigs larger than four 

sequences with the minor sequence being represented for at least twice seem to provide a high 

level of SNP validation rates (Wang et al., 2008). 

SNP genotyping requires special equipment.  Many methods have been developed 

through the years to differentiate the alleles of SNPs.  A lot of the earlier methods, in spite of 

being adaptable to individual laboratory situations, are not suitable for large-scale genome wide 

applications.  These include direct sequencing, single base sequencing (reviewed by Cotton 

1993), allele-specific oligonucleotide (ASO, Malmgren et al. 1996), heteroduplex analysis, 

denaturing gradient gel electrophoresis (DGGE, Cariello et al. 1988), single strand 

conformational polymorphism assays (SSCP, Suzuki et al. 1990), and ligation chain reaction 

(LCR, Kalin et al. 1992).  Large-scale analysis of SNP markers, however, depends on the 

availability of expensive, cutting-edge equipment.   
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Several options are available for efficient genotyping using the state of the art equipment.  

Particularly popular are methods involving MALDI-TOF (Matrix-assisted laser desorption 

ionization - time of flight) mass spectrometry (Ross et al. 1998; Storm et al. 2003), and the 

Beadarray technology developed by Illumina.  The latter, as it can be adapted for large scale 

genome studies, is becoming the most popular SNP genotyping method.  The Beadarray 

technology is based on 3-micron silica beads that self assemble in microwells on either of two 

substrates: fiber optic bundles or planar silica slides. When randomly assembled on one of these 

two substrates, the beads have a uniform spacing of ~5.7 microns. Each bead is covered with 

hundreds of thousands of copies of a specific oligonucleotide that act as the capture sequences in 

one of Illumina’s assays (Figure1). The manufacturing process includes a sequential 

hybridization of every single array element (bead with oligos). This process, called decoding, 

allows validation of every feature of every array to ensure that each array element is present and 

functional. 

The allele discrimination at each SNP locus is achieved by using three oligos (P1, P2, and 

P3, Figure 2), of which P1 and P2 are allele-specific and are Cy3- and Cy5-labeled. P3 is locus-

specific designed several bases downstream from the SNP site. Upon allele-specific extension 

and ligation, the artificial, allele-specific template is created for PCR using universal primers. If 

the template DNA is homozygous, either P1 or P2 will be extended to meet P3; if the template is 

heterozygous, both P1 and P2 will be extended to meet P3, allowing ligation to happen (Figure 

2). P3 contains a unique address sequence that targets a particular bead type with complementary 

sequence to the address sequence. After downstream-processing, the single-stranded, dye-labeled 

DNAs are hybridized to their complement bead type through their unique address sequences. 

After hybridization, the Beadarray Reader is used to analyze fluorescence signal on the beadchip, 
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which is in turn analyzed using software for automated genotype clustering and calling 

(http://www.illumina.com/).  

The Illumina’s platform has been widely used for large-scale SNP analysis in the Human 

Genome Project.  It is highly cost-effective. Among all the factors, the relatively low cost of the 

Illumina’s genotyping platform is the key for selection of an SNP genotyping platform.  

Currently, Illumina offers two platforms for the Beadarray technology:  the Golden Gate 

Platform for up to 7600 SNPs, and the iSelect platform for 7,600-60,000 SNPs.  On the basis of 

cost per sample, the iSelect platform is the most efficient with a cost of several cents per sample.    

In spite of its current low levels of application in aquaculture genome research, SNP 

markers should gain in popularity as more and more sequence information becomes available in 

aquaculture species.  Equally important, once the genetic linkage maps are well constructed, 

genome scans for QTLs are expected to follow to study traits important to aquaculture, which 

then depends on the use of well-defined association analysis.  As SNP markers are great markers 

for the analysis of trait-genotype associations, their application to aquaculture will become 

essential.  It is clear that SNPs will become the major markers of choice for genome research and 

genetic improvement programs in aquaculture. 

 

E. Trend of DNA marker technologies 

 

DNA marker technologies become essential for aquaculture genetics research and the genetic 

improvement of aquaculture species.  As a matter of fact, DNA markers, both the quality and 

quantity, have always been a limiting factor for in-depth genome research.  Throughout the years, 

aquaculture geneticists have used various markers including allozyme markers, mitochondrial 
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markers, RFLP markers, RAPD, AFLP, microsatellites, and SNPs.  The overall trend, however, 

has been driven by: 1) the need for large numbers of markers for high density coverage of the 

genomes, and 2) the need for sequence-tagged markers for comparative genome analysis.  Such 

demands have driven aquaculture genetic research away from using systems that do not offer a 

great number of markers such as RFLP and allozyme markers, and away from anonymous 

dominant markers such as RAPD and AFLP.  Microsatellites, being co-dominant and sequence-

tagged, have recently become very popular.  However, with the draft genome sequence very 

soon becoming available for major aquaculture species, microsatellites are not without 

limitations.  Their genotyping can be multiplexed, but the extent of multiplexing is limited.  

Automation of microsatellite genotyping is limited thus prohibiting large-scale genome wide 

applications.  Mapping of thousands of microsatellites to the genome is a lot of work, and 

analysis using tens or hundreds of thousands of microsatellites would be a daunting task, if not 

technically impossible for repeated analysis.  This only leaves the SNP marker system to be 

viable.  SNPs are the most abundant in genomes when compared to any other types of markers; 

SNPs are sequence-tagged and therefore would allow comparative mapping analysis; SNP 

genotyping is highly automated and therefore is adaptable to large-scale genome wide analysis.  

Therefore, it is clear that SNP markers are the choice marker of the future.  In spite of the current 

lack of draft whole genome sequences for aquaculture species, it is anticipated that they will 

soon become available for major aquaculture species.  In addition, the availability of next 

generation sequencing technologies (see below) makes it unnecessary to have the whole genome 

draft sequences in order to develop large number of SNP markers.   
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2. DNA sequencing technologies 

Two independent DNA sequencing technologies were originally invented in 1977, and they have 

been referred to as Sanger’s enzymatic method, and Maxam-Gilbert chemical method (Sanger et 

al., 1977; Maxam and Gilbert, 1977).  In the last 30 years, most DNA has been sequenced by the 

enzymatic method as the chemical method never gained popularity because of its use of toxic 

chemicals in the reactions.  However, the Sanger’s method, once the golden standard, is rapidly 

losing ground as the next generation DNA sequencers are now emerging.  As the principles and 

applications of original DNA sequencing technologies, especially those of the Sanger’s DNA 

sequencing technology were well documented and most readers are familiar with them, I will 

focus this section on the next generation of DNA sequencing technologies.  Readers who are 

interested in the basic principles of the traditional Sanger’s sequencing are referred to a chapter 

in Aquaculture Genome Technologies (Liu, 2007i; 2007j). 

Several major new sequencing platforms have been adopted recently and they are 

collectively referred to as the next generation DNA sequencers.  A common feature among the 

new generation of sequencing procedures is the elimination of the need to clone DNA fragments 

and the subsequent amplification and purification of DNA templates prior to sequencing.  

Instead, sequence templates are handled in bulk, and massively parallel sequencing allows the 

generation of numerous sequences simultaneously.  Readers need to know that many sequencing 

platforms are being developed, and this field is one of the most active areas in technology 

development.  Here I will focus only on the principles of three sequencing platforms: the SOLiD 

sequencing platform, and the Solexa sequencing platform, and the 454 sequencing platform 

(Table 1). 
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A. The SOLiD sequencing platform 

The SOLiD (Sequencing by Oligonucleotide Ligation and Detection) method utilizes ligation of 

fluorescently labeled 8-mer primers containing random bases at six of its eight positions and 

specific dinucleotides at the remaining two positions (the earliest version was the fourth and the 

fifth, but it can be the first and second, and I will use that for explaination here).  The primers are 

fluorescently labeled with four specific dyes with each dye corresponding to four specific 

dinucleotides.  Note that at each DNA base position, there are four base possibilities: A, C, G, or 

T.  For dinucleotide at two consecutive base positions, a total of 16 dinucleotides  (AA, AC, AG, 

AT, CA, CC, CG, CT, GA, GC, GG, GT, TA, TC, TG, and TT) should cover all possibilities.  In 

order to make each of the four fluorescent dyes to uniquely represent one specific nucleotide, a 

two step decoding process is required.  A random primer is ligated to the template only when the 

first and second nucleotides on the primer are complementary to those on the template. After 

visualizing the color, the fluorescent tag is removed by cleaving the primer between the fifth and 

sixth positions, removing bases 6, 7, and 8. The process is repeated; and in the second round of 

ligation, a new primer is ligated with the new first and second nucleotides on the primer being 

complementary to those on the template, counting from the end of the previously ligated primer 

after clevage (base 6 and 7 of the previous primer). Repeat this process and every first and 

second positions are recorded.  Next, the system is reset to generate the recording for every n-1, 

n-2, n-3, and n-4 positions (Kate Marusina, 

http://www.genengnews.com/articles/chitem.aspx?aid=1946) such that each base included in the 

dinucleotide is “sequenced” twice to allow base calling.  For example, the base at position 4 is 
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sequenced in the dinucleotide base 3 and base 4, and it is sequenced again in the dinucleotide 

base 4 and base 5.  

As all next generation sequencing platforms, the SOLiD sequencing does not require 

cloning of genomic DNA.  It starts with the creation of a “library” by ligation of two adaptors to 

sheared genomic DNA (Figure 3).  Once the adapters are ligated to the library, emulsion PCR is 

conducted using the common primers to generate “bead clones” in which each contains a single 

nucleic acid species. Each bead is then attached to the surface of a flow cell (microscope slide) 

via 3’ modifications to the DNA strands (Figure 4).  Each microbead can be considered a 

separate sequencing reaction which is monitored simultaneously via sequential digital imaging.   

SOLiD sequencing chemistry depends on specific ligation of a random primer to the 

existing primer only when the random primer harbors the specific dinucleotide that is 

complementary to the template DNA being sequenced.  The actual base detection is no longer 

done by the polymerase-driven incorporation of labeled dideoxy terminators.  Instead, SOLiD 

uses a mixture of labeled oligonucleotides and queries the input strand with ligase. In the early 

version, each oligo has degenerate nucleotide at positions 1-3 (N’s at 3’ first three bases), one of 

16 specific dinucleotide at positions 4-5, and degenerate nucleotide at positions 6-8 that are 

fluorescently labeled (demonstrated in the figure 3 with the first and second nucleotide being 

specific, and the remaining bases being degenerate).. The sequencing reaction involves: 1) 

Hybridization and ligation of a specific oligo whose 4th & 5th bases match that of the template; 

2) Detection of the specific fluor associated with the specific dinucleotide; 3) Cleavage of bases 

6-8; 4) Repeat, this time querying the 9th & 10th bases.  Seven cycles of ligation would allow 

putative nucleotide identities at positions 4 and 5, 9 and 10, 14 and 15, 19 and 20, 24 and 25, 29 

and 30, and 34 and 35 to be recorded.  After 7 cycles of this, a “reset” is performed in which the 
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initial primer and all ligated portions are melted from the template and discarded. Next a new 

initial primer is used that is N-1 in length. Repeating the initial cycling (steps 1-4) now generates 

an overlapping data set.   In this manner, ligations using primer N generate sequences for bases 4 

and 5, 9 and 10, 14 and 15, 19 and 20, 24 and 25, 29 and 30, and 34 and 35; ligations using 

primer N-1 generate sequences for bases 3 and 4, 8 and 9, 13 and 14, 18 and 19, 23 and 24, 28 

and 29, and 33 and 34, and so on.  After use of primers N, N-1, N-2, N-3, and N-4, every base is 

“sequenced” twice using two primers (Table 2).  Base calling is dependent on a two-step 

encoding procedure with known nucleotides in every fourth and fifth position of the primer 

(Figure 5).  For example, the dinucleotides CA, AC, TG, and GT are all encoded by the green 

dye. Because each base is queried twice, it is possible, using the two colors, to determine which 

bases were at which positions. For instance, if the sequence is TCGAACGTA…blue label is 

detected for the first ligation reaction using primer N that determines base composition at base 4 

and 5.  There are still four possibilities with blue label: AA, CC, GG, and TT.  However, in the 

first ligation reaction of primer N-1, yellow label is detected, which effectively calls the base at 

position 4 to be “A”.  Similarly, with the second ligation reaction using N-4 primer (that 

determines base compositions at base 5 and 6), green should be detected that effectively calls the 

base at position 5 to be “A” as well.  Repeating this decoding process to include “sequencing” of 

each base with two primers will provide unambiguous base callings.     

As with any other type of technology, SOLiD sequencing technology is making rapid 

improvements allowing greater throughput and more applications.  Several areas are intensely 

being worked out to increase the efficiency and accuracy of the technology including: increasing 

the bead density, read lengths, and ability of multiplexing.  Currently, SOLiD read length is 

around 35 bases, and it is anticipated to be 50 bases in 2009. 
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The SOLiD sequencing technology has wide applications including, but not limited to 

targeted resequencing, gene expression analysis by digital counting of sequence tags (e.g., 

Cloonan et al., 2008), microRNA discovery, chromatin immune-precipitation (ChIP), and whole 

genome sequencing.  Due to its short read length, it is anticipated that its application to whole 

genome sequencing will be mostly applicable to whole genome re-sequencing.  However, it is 

less amenable to de novo whole genome sequencing projects because the assembly of whole 

genome based on short sequence tags has proven to be a great challenge. Because the technology 

is quite new, there are no publications of using the SOLiD sequencing platform in aquaculture 

species, to the author’s best knowledge. 

 

B. The Solexa sequencing platform 

Solexa sequencing platform depends on two of its core technologies: the Clonal Single Molecule 

Array™ technology that allows simultaneous analysis of hundreds of millions of individual 

molecules, and the reversible terminator technology that allows specific base calling based on 

sequencing by synthesis.   Solexa sequencing starts with sheering of genomic DNA to small 

segments to which different adaptor sequences are ligated to either end.  Upon Binding single-

stranded template DNA fragments with adaptors randomly to the inside surface of the flow cell 

channels, template DNA is amplified clonally through bridge PCR.  DNA is sequenced by 

detection of fluorescently labeled dideoxynucleotide terminators.  These specially created 

nucleotides, which also possess a reversible termination property, allow each cycle of the 

sequencing reaction to occur simultaneously in the presence of all four nucleotides (ddA, ddC, 

ddT, ddG). In the presence of all four nucleotides, the polymerase is able to select the correct 
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base to incorporate, with the natural competition between all four alternatives leading to higher 

accuracy than methods where only one nucleotide is present in the reaction mix at a time (which 

require the enzyme to reject an incorrect nucleotide). Sequences where a particular base is 

repeated one after another ("homopolymer repeats") are dealt with as for any other sequence and 

with high accuracy; this avoids the problems of measuring intensity and deducing how many 

bases were present in the repeat that are the cause of uncertainty seen with "one base per 

reaction" methods, as described with the 454 sequencing platform. 

Solexa sequencing technology achieves an unparalleled data density with highly accurate 

results. A typical Solexa sequencing run generates millions of sequence tags with the capability 

to generate over a billion bases of DNA sequence per run. Currently, the read length is limited to 

about 35 bp.  Like the SOLiD sequencing technology, the Solexa sequencing technology has 

wide applications including, but not limited to gene expression analysis by digital counting of 

sequence tags, microRNA discovery, epigenetic studies, chromatin immune-precipitation (ChIP), 

and whole genome sequencing (Bentley, 2006; Dolan and Denver, 2008; Glazov et al., 2008; 

Butler et al., 2008; Chen et al., 2008; Cokus et al., 2008; Hillier et al., 2008).  However, due to 

its short read length, it is anticipated that its application to whole genome sequencing will be 

mostly applicable to whole genome re-sequencing.  As Solexa technology is also quite new, its 

application in aquaculture species is still limited, but the potential is tremendous.  One of the 

earliest applications of the Solexa technology was actually conducted in oysters.  Dennis 

Hedgecock’s group used the Solexa technology for the study of genes involved in heterosis of 

pacific oysters (Hedgecock et al., 2007). 

 

C. The 454 Sequencing Platform:  
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The 454 Sequencing is based on pyrosequencing.  During DNA synthesis, a pyrophosphate (PPi) 

is released when each base is incorporated.  The released pyrophosphate can be converted to 

ATP that generates a fluorescent signal upon the actions of luciferase in the presence of its 

substrates. Measurement of the light signal after sequential injection of A, C, G, and T would 

allow the determination of the base composition.  After each base addition, the whole sequencing 

reaction system is reset by cleaning out all existing ATP and nucleotides with apyrase. When 

mononucleotide repeats are encountered in the sequence, the pyrosequencing reaction 

continuously incorporates the repeated nucleotide until it reaches a different nucleotide.  The 

light signal produced is proportional to the number of mononucleotides incorporated-up to 8 

bases.  Mononucleotide repeats greater than 8 bp cannot be accurately sequenced by 

pyrosequencing. 

The 454 sequencing platform uses microfabricated high-density picolitre reactors 

(Margulies et al. 2005).  No cloning is necessary for 454 sequencing.  The clonal DNA used for 

sequencing is obtained by clonal PCR amplification of a single molecule in emulsified water-in-

oil microreactors.  Preparation of the DNA library consists of a few simple steps. Genomic DNA 

is fractionated into smaller fragments (300-500 base pairs) that are subsequently filled in to 

polished ends (blunted), allowing ligation of adaptors to the genomic DNA for PCR 

amplification.  In order to prevent intermolecular ligation of the genomic DNA fragments, the 

DNA fragments are dephosphorylated.  Short Adaptors (A and B) are then ligated onto the ends 

of the fragments. After ligation, the gap needs to be repaired, presumably using a DNA ligase.  

The adaptors provide priming sequences for both amplification and sequencing of the sample-

library fragments. The two adaptors are different.  Adaptor B contains a 5'-biotin tag that enables 
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immobilization of one strand of the library onto streptavidin coated beads. The non-biotinylated 

strand is released and used as a single-stranded template DNA library.  

The single-stranded template DNA library is immobilized onto beads carrying short 

primers complementary to the Adaptor A sequences by base pairing. The key element here is 

attaining the correct proportion of beads to DNA molecules such that only one molecule is 

captured by each bead.  The beads containing a single molecule of the single-stranded template 

are emulsified with the amplification reagents in a water-in-oil mixture. Each bead is captured 

within its own microreactor where PCR amplification occurs. This results in bead-immobilized, 

clonally amplified DNA fragments. 

The single strand template DNA library beads are added to the DNA Bead Incubation 

Mix (containing DNA polymerase) and are layered with enzyme beads (containing sulfurylase 

and luciferase) onto the PicoTiterPlate device. The device is centrifuged to deposit the beads into 

the wells. The layer of enzyme beads ensures that the DNA beads remain positioned in the wells 

during the sequencing reaction.  Due to the size of the wells in relation to the beads, only one 

bead containing a specific clonally amplified genomic DNA segment should be placed into each 

well of the PicoTiterPlate device. The loaded PicoTiterPlate device is placed into the “454 

sequencer,” the Genome Sequencer 20 Instrument or the FLX generation systems, which 

performs pyrosequencing-like reactions.  Unlike a traditional pyrosequencing reaction, hundreds 

of thousands of beads, each with millions of copies of clonally amplified DNA, are sequenced in 

parallel. Each well of the PicoTiterPlate device is a separate pyrosequencing reaction.  If a 

nucleotide complementary to the template strand is flowed into a well, the polymerase extends 

the existing DNA strand by adding a nucleotide(s). Addition of one (or more) nucleotide(s) 

results in a reaction that generates a light signal that is recorded by the CCD camera in the 
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instrument. The signal strength is proportional to the number of nucleotides incorporated in a 

single nucleotide flow.  Typically, over 200,000 reads can be achieved in a single run.  Assuming 

generation of 250 bp by a single reaction, each run should generate 50 million bp or more of 

sequence in several hours using a single instrument. This is approximately a 10X coverage of a 

bacterial genome! 

The 454 sequencing platform holds much potential for its great applications such as gene 

expression profiling, epigenetic analysis, and whole genome sequencing (Patrick, 2007; Bekal et 

al., 2008; Vera et al., 2008; Hafner et al., 2008). The 454 sequencing platform is probably the 

most promising technology for de novo whole genome sequencing among the next generation 

sequencers as it produces sequences of approximately 250 bp that is significantly shorter than the 

traditional Sanger sequencing (800-1000 bp), but much longer those generated by SOLiD or 

Solexa sequencing platforms.  The current major problems prohibiting its application for the 

sequencing of complex genomes are its relatively short sequencing reads and difficulties in 

accurate determination of homopolymeric runs in the DNA.  The short reads complicate genome 

sequence assembly, while the inability to determine the number of bases within a long 

homopolymeric run prohibits accurate sequencing of genomes.  These problems are more 

significant for complex genomes with high levels of repeat structure. However, the technologies’ 

high throughput and low costs are very attractive, especially for aquaculture species.  As the 

technology is perfected to minimize these drawbacks, the 454 sequencing platform will show 

even greater promise.  

 

3. Gene discovery technologies  
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Performance and production traits are controlled by genes, environments, and gene-environment 

interactions.  In order to gain detailed understanding of performance and production traits, 

understanding the genes in aquaculture genomes become essential.  Sequencing of expressed 

sequence tags (ESTs) has been the primary approach for the discovery of genes in aquaculture 

species, although several other approaches are also available such as serial analysis of gene 

expression (SAGE).  Recently, however, the adoption of several novel sequencing platforms 

using next generation sequencers has allowed generation of expressed sequence tags through de 

novo sequencing of whole transcriptomes. 

 

A. Expressed sequence tags and gene discovery  

 

ESTs are single pass sequences of random cDNA clones.  They are partial cDNA sequences 

corresponding to mRNAs generated from randomly selected cDNA library clones (for recent 

reviews, see Liu 2006; 2007h).  EST analysis has traditionally been conducted by sequencing 

random cDNA clones from cDNA libraries.  Such an approach is efficient at initial stages of 

gene discovery, but has proven to be inefficient in the gene discovery of rarely expressed genes.  

The rate of gene discovery usually drops precipitously soon after reaching a level of several 

thousand ESTs.  By using regular cDNA libraries, the most abundantly expressed genes would 

have been sequenced many times before the most rarely expressed genes are sequenced just once.  

Clearly, EST sequencing from non-normalized libraries is inefficient for gene discoveries of 

rarely expressed genes. Normalization decreases the prevalence of clones representing abundant 

transcripts and dramatically increases the efficiency of random sequencing and rare gene 

discovery.   
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 Normalized cDNA libraries are cDNA libraries that have been equalized in 

representation to reduce the representation of abundantly expressed genes and to increase the 

representation of rarely expressed genes.  While the details of how the subtraction is conducted 

may differ greatly, the basic principles behind normalization are the same, i.e. they all depend on 

the faster hybridization kinetics of abundantly expressed genes to form double-stranded 

complexes that can be removed by various means, whereas it takes a long time for the rarely 

expressed genes to reassociate.   

Several strategies have been developed for the normalization of cDNA libraries, but the 

fundamental principles behind all the normalization procedures are the same.  We have used a 

strategy utilizing the Evrogen TRIMMER DIRECT Kit (http://www.evrogen.com/p3_2.shtml).  

This system is specially developed to normalize cDNA enriched with full length sequences 

(Zhulidov et al. 2004).  The method involves denaturation-reassociation of cDNA, degradation 

of ds-fraction formed by abundant transcripts, and PCR amplification of the equalized ss-DNA 

fraction. The key element of this method is degradation of ds-fraction formed during 

reassociation of cDNA using Duplex-Specific Nuclease (DSN) enzyme (Shagin et al. 2002). A 

number of specific features of DSN make it ideal for removing ds-DNA from complex mixtures 

of nucleic acids. DSN displays a strong preference for cleaving ds-DNA in both DNA-DNA and 

DNA-RNA hybrids, compared to ss-DNA and RNA, irrespective of the sequence length. 

Moreover, the enzyme remains stable over a wide range of temperatures and displays optimal 

activity at 55-65°C. Consequently, degradation of the ds DNA-containing fraction by this 

enzyme occurs at elevated temperatures, thereby decreasing loss of transcripts due to the 

formation of secondary structures and non-specific hybridization involving adapter sequences.   
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EST analysis is one of the most rapid approaches for gene discovery.  A small collection 

of ESTs in a species without any genome information can result in the rapid identification of a 

large number of genes.  Gene discovery and identification is, therefore, the primary function of 

EST analysis.  Because of the exceptionally high gene discovery rate of the EST approach, EST 

analysis has been extremely popular.  The EST database dbEST has been one of the fastest 

growing databases at NCBI.  As of May 30, 2008, there are 52,858,766 entries in the NCBI’s 

public EST database dbEST (dbEST release 053008, 

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/dbEST/dbEST_summary.html).   

Large EST resources are available for several major aquaculture species including 

Atlantic salmon, rainbow trout, catfish, oysters, and shrimps.  ESTs provide the information and 

material basis for the development of microarrays for the analysis of genome expression as 

discussed below. 

 

B. de novo sequencing of whole transcriptomes and gene discovery 

 

As detailed under sequencing technologies, all next generation sequencing platforms have the 

ability to generate hundreds of thousands (the 454 platform) to millions of expressed sequence 

tags (SOLiD and Solexa sequencing platforms) using RNA as the starting material.  Clearly, 

such sequencing projects not only allow many genes to be identified, and more importantly allow 

expression profiling through digital counting of sequence tags, as will be further discussed under 

genome expression analysis section below. As compared to traditional EST analysis, the next 

generation sequencing technologies can rapidly produce a large number of expressed sequence 

tags.  They probably provide a much greater power in terms of expression profiling as accurate 
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estimation can be made based on the number of sequenced tags.  In addition, relatively accurate 

counting of tags from various exons may also provide information concerning alternative 

splicing and alternative polyadenylation.  However, it may be more difficult for the identification 

of short sequence tags for less conserved genes as there is no draft genome sequences are yet 

available from aquaculture species.  This problem will soon be alleviated when the draft genome 

sequences become available.  In comparison, the 454 sequencing platform perhaps provide a 

greater power for sequence identification because of its longer sequence reads, but at the expense 

of the number of sequence tags to be generated that would otherwise offer greater accuracy for 

expression profiling based on tag counting. 

 

4. Genome mapping technologies 

Genome mapping and sequencing is the core of structural genomics.  While no whole genome 

draft sequences are yet available with aquaculture species, genomes of many aquaculture species 

have been subjected to mapping.  Genome mapping can be classified into several categories 

based on resource needs, technology requirement, and principles used in mapping, i.e., genetic 

linkage mapping, QTL mapping, physical mapping, cytogenetic mapping, radiation hybrid 

mapping, and comparative mapping (Liu 2007a).  While cytogenetic mapping is highly useful 

for the identification of chromosomes and physical mapping of genes to chromosomes, its 

resolution is low for large-scale genome wide mapping analysis.  It is well covered in the chapter 

written by Dr. Gideon Hulata in this volume, so I will not cover it further here.  Limited work 

has been conducted in comparative mapping of aquaculture species.  A recent chapter in 

Aquaculture Genome Technologies written by Dr. Thomas Kocher provided excellent coverage 
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on comparative mapping and positional cloning (Lee and Kocher 2007).  Interested readers are 

referred to the chapter for details on comparative mapping. 

 

A. Genetic linkage mapping 

Genetic linkage mapping is an old technology.  It is purely based on co-segregation of markers 

within a well-defined segregating population that is often referred to as the reference family or 

mapping population.  Genetic mapping requires two major resources: the segregating population, 

and the molecular markers.  The segregating population can be F2 population, backcross 

progenies, or higher generation of intercrosses.  In some cases, F1 can be used and treated as a 

pseudo backcross because heterozygous markers are segregating in F1 population.  However, for 

best results, three generation pedigrees are needed to provide non-ambiguous linkage phases.  

The number of individuals used for mapping analysis depends on the desired resolution.  A 

population of 100 individuals can resolve markers that are 1 cM away (1 out of 100 are 

recombinant).  If higher resolution is needed to detect rare recombinants, larger numbers of the 

mapping population can be used. 

 Any molecular markers that are polymorphic and segregating in the mapping population 

in a Mendelian fashion can be used for linkage mapping.  However, sequence tagged markers 

provide co-dominance and transferability across laboratories and possibly also across species 

borders allowing comparative mapping analysis (see below).  The most often used marker type 

for linkage mapping is microsatellite, although SNP markers may soon dominate on linkage 

maps.  As the advantages and disadvantages of various types of markers are detailed above, I 

will not repeat them here.  Genetic linkage maps can be constructed upon analysis of marker 
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segregation data within the mapping population.  This is achieved by use of various software 

packages.   

Linkage maps have been constructed in over 30 major aquaculture species (Table 3).  A 

recent review by Danzmann and Gharbi provided excellent details on linkage mapping, and 

summarized recent progress of linkage mapping in aquaculture species (Danzmann and Gharbi, 

2007).  It is clear, however, the marker densities on the genetic linkage maps of aquaculture 

species are too low currently to provide sufficient coverage for efficient QTL analysis.  The use 

of more markers, in particular the SNPs to be developed, should very soon change the situation. 

 

B. QTL mapping  

Most performance and production traits are controlled by multiple genes, and therefore, simple 

Mendelian genetic analysis is not sufficient to provide answers as too how many genes are 

controlling the traits, and how they function.  The multi-gene controlled traits are defined as 

quantitative traits and the loci controlling the traits are defined as quantitative trait loci (QTL).  

QTLs can be mapped genetically by correlation of segregating markers with the traits, and such a 

process is referred to as QTL mapping.   

 QTL mapping starts with creation of a population in which the traits and the markers are 

segregating.  For instance, fish resistant to a particular disease can be crossed with susceptible 

fish to produce F1 fish.  F2 fish can be produced from the F1 fish in which the disease trait is 

segregating.  In a sense, QTL mapping is not any different from genetic linkage mapping except 

that the proper mapping population is needed in which the trait of interest is segregating along 
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with DNA markers.  QTL mapping is the core of aquaculture genomics as the ultimate practical 

goal of aquaculture genomic research is to provide tools for genetic improvements.   

 Much progress has been made in QTL mapping in aquaculture species.  A recent review 

by Korol et al. (2007) covered many of the examples of QTL mapping studies in aquaculture 

species, and interested readers are referred to this review. As a whole, QTL mapping in 

aquaculture species has fallen behind, and greater efforts should be devoted to this area.  

The practical application of QTL mapping is marker-assisted selection.  There are only 

few examples of marker-assisted selection in aquaculture species (e.g., Sakamoto et al., 2007).  

Before the wider applications of marker-assisted selection are developed, the trend is that 

selection will soon become whole genome-based (Meuwissen et al. 2001), as has already 

occurred in terrestrial livestock species. With whole genome selection, selection is performed on 

estimates of associations of phenotype with largest possible markers across the genome. This 

contrasts with the traditional marker-assisted selection which is based on a small number of 

significant markers, thus limiting overall effectiveness. The application of whole genome 

selection involves using “training data” to estimate “breeding values” of SNP haplotypes or 

alleles. 

 

C. Radiation hybrid mapping 

The concept of radiation hybrid mapping was initially derived from somatic cell hybrids.  Back 

in the 1970s, technology was developed to fuse different types of cells to form hybrid cell lines.  

In 1990, Cox et al. resurrected the technology by fusing X-ray radiated cells (donor cells) with 

normal cells (recipient cells).  As the chromosomes of the X-ray radiated cells were broken, the 
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cells can not survive by themselves.  However, upon fusion with a recipient cell, broken 

chromosomal segments from the donor cells can be fused into the recipient cells.  In order to 

have a selection marker for the hybrid cells, a drug resistant gene (e.g., neo) can be first inserted 

into the donor cell’s genome.  Upon fusion of the cells, the selection drug G418 can be applied to 

select for hybrid cells as the recipient cells do not have the drug resistance and should be killed 

by the antibiotic.  Fusion cells containing the neo gene would be selected for growth.  Clonal 

expansion of such fused hybrid cells would create a panel of radiation hybrid cell lines with each 

containing a different segment of the broken chromosomes, along with the chromosomal 

segments containing the neo gene.  Because radiation causes random chromosomal breakage, 

various chromosomal segments contained within the panel of radiated cell lines would 

collectively cover the entire genome, with some portions of the chromosomal segments 

overlapping one another.   Such radiation panels are used to map the genome through radiation 

hybrid mapping RH mapping). 

 RH mapping is based on co-retention of markers. A recent chapter in Aquaculture 

Genome Technologies written by Dr. Caird Rexroad provides an excellent explanation for RH 

mapping (Rexroad, 2007), in which he wrote: “RH mapping strategies are based on the concept 

that markers which are close together on chromosomes will frequently be co-retained in the same 

hybrids – the probability that irradiation will induce a chromosome break between two markers 

decreases as the physical distance between the two markers decreases”. To provide adequate 

statistical support for mapping, marker retention frequencies - the percentage of times a marker 

is scored positive in a RH panel, is critical.  Optimal retention is 20-50% (Walter & Goodfellow 

1993).  RH mapping is calculated based on the co-retention of markers in fragments across the 

panel.  The estimated frequency of breakage between two markers is θ, which ranges from 0 to 1 
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and is analogous to recombination frequencies (r) used in genetic mapping.  A θ value of 0 

means two markers are always co-retained, a value of 1 means they are co-retained at random.  

This raw value is then included in multipoint analyses and transformed into centiRays (cR) - the 

RH map unit - using map functions similar to those of Haldane or Kosambi which are used in 

genetic map construction. Hence, observation of chromosome breaks between two markers in 

RH mapping is analogous to observing recombination between two markers in genetic mapping.  

In fact, the term “linkage” is often used in RH mapping.  The frequency of chromosome breaks 

between two markers is not only due to their physical distance, but also to the intensity of the 

radiation used to create the panel.  Siden and colleagues  conducted experiments to observe the 

effects of different dosages of radiation on a segment of the human X chromosome (Siden et al. 

1992).  At 5000 rad 10% of the clones retained the entire chromosome arm, 40% had fragments 

of 3-30 MB, and 50% had fragments less than 3 MB.  At 25,000 rad only 6% had fragments 

larger than 3 Mb.  Therefore the radiation hybrid map-distance unit is annotated with a subscript 

stating the dosage used to create the panel in rads, i.e. cR3000.  Retention of multiple fragments 

from a single chromosome in a hybrid cell line complicates analyses; therefore 100 – 300 cell 

lines must be scored for a panel to construct statistically significant maps.  

 RH mapping was initially created to map the non-polymorphic markers.  Back in mid-

1990s, polymorphic markers were limiting in most species.  By fusing cells of the interest 

species to a rodent cell line, the background genes are usually not amplified by using PCR 

primers designed from the genes of the species of interest.  Thus ESTs were mapped to the 

genome maps.  Later, however, it was found that RH maps were critically important for guiding 

the whole genome assembly as they are essentially physical linkage maps.   
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 RH mapping was mostly applied to mammalian genome mapping, but less so in aquatic 

species.  However, it has been used for the zebrafish, an aquatic model organism used to study 

the genetics of development, growth, reproduction, and disease resistance (Kwok et al. 1999; 

Geisler et al. 1999; Hukriede et al. 1999). To date, the only aquaculture species in which RH 

maps have been constructed is the gilthead sea bream (Senger et al. 2006; Sarropoulou et al., 

2007).  One reason is that higher resolution can be achieved by bacterial artificial chromosome 

(BAC)-based physical maps.  In addition, the need to map non-polymorphic markers is 

drastically reduced as now many polymorphic markers become available, especially the SNP 

markers.  Therefore, the application of RH mapping in aquaculture species is limited.   

    

D. BAC-based physical mapping 

Bacterial artificial chromosome (BAC)-based physical maps are important for the understanding 

of genome structure and organization, and for position-based cloning of economically important 

genes. A well characterized physical map can often be an important foundation for whole 

genome sequencing. A BAC-based physical map would also allow exploitation of existing 

genomic information from map-rich species using comparative mapping, thus accelerating 

genome research in the species of interest.  The first step of BAC-based physical mapping is the 

construction of large-insert BAC libraries.  

 BAC libraries are large insert genomic libraries.  A recent chapter in Aquaculture 

Genome Technologies (He et al., 2007) provided excellent technical details on construction and 

characterization of BAC libraries, and related chapters by Davidson (2007) and Xu et al. (2007a) 

had a great coverage on details of physical mapping.  Interested readers are referred to these 
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chapters.  Briefly, large inserts contained in a BAC library were derived from multiple copies of 

the genome broken randomly by partial restriction enzyme digest.  Therefore, the BAC library 

can be viewed as multiple genome copies broken randomly into segments that are overlapping 

one another.  Because the genomic segments originally from the same genome locations harbor 

the same restriction sites, overlapping genome segments can be aligned by the presence of the 

same sets of restriction fragments.  A set of overlapping genome segments aligned by 

overlapping restriction fingerprints are then defined as a contig [a contig (from contiguous) is a 

set of overlapping DNA segments derived from a single genetic source], and many contigs make 

up the entire genome, possibly with gaps (or short overlapping segments, not supporting 

statistical overlapping status).   

 The efforts of making BAC contig-based physical maps in aquaculture species is a recent 

event.  As a result, physical maps have been only constructed in Atlantic salmon (Ng et al., 

2005), tilapia (Katagiri et al., 2005), and channel catfish (Quiniou et al., 2007; Xu et al., 2007b), 

and a physical map is under construction in rainbow trout (Yniv Palti, USDA ARS, personal 

communication).  It is expected that physical maps will soon be constructed in many of the 

important aquaculture species. 

 

5. Genome expression analysis technologies    

The development of high throughput technologies for global or genome-wide measurements of 

gene expression requires the availability of genome resources. Most often, such genome 

resources come in the form of whole gene sequencing or the availability of a large resource of 

expressed sequence tags such that the major fraction of the transcriptome is represented.  Once 

the sequences representing all the genes of an organism or the vast majority of the genes of the 
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organism are known, global or genome-wide measurements of gene expression can be made 

using either microarray technologies or sequence tag-based technologies. 

 

A. Microarray technology 

While microarrays utilize several recent technological innovations, they are, at their core, simply 

a high density dot blot.  There are two primary approaches to microarrays, differing in both their 

construction and their sample labeling.  Spotted arrays are constructed by spotting long oligos or 

cDNAs using a printing robot, whereas in situ arrays are constructed by synthesizing short oligos 

directly onto the slide by photolithography (for a detailed review, see Peatman and Liu, 2007).   

 Spotted array technology encapsulates the printing of either PCR products or long oligos 

(60-70 mers).  Traditionally referred to as cDNA arrays, spotted arrays are today just as likely to 

be long oligos, as the cost of synthesizing oligos continues to decline, and because the parallel 

PCR required to prepare for cDNA arrays is labor-intensive, costly, and requires having clones 

on hand.  While these cDNA-associated difficulties can be overcome through hard work and 

collaboration among members of a species group, the printing of long oligos offers advantages in 

start-up time, the purity of commercial oligo synthesis, easier clone tracking, and the ability to 

utilize all available sequences in public genetic databases for array construction.  Readers are 

referred to Whitfield et al.’s (2002) EST sequencing and microarray research on honey bee using 

spotted cDNAs; Rise et al. (2004a) and von Schalburg et al. (2005) describe considerations taken 

in construction of salmonid spotted cDNA arrays; and Zhao et al. (2005) reports validation of a 

porcine spotted oligo array.  Operon Biotechnologies (http://www.operon.com/) is a leading 

provider of sets of synthetic oligos for microarray spotting, and their website provides an 

excellent resource for criteria used in gene selection and long oligo design. Additionally, the 
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Institute for Genomic Research (TIGR), well known for its EST indices, provides 70mer oligo 

predictions for genes in each of its indices that have been utilized by some groups (Zhao et al. 

2005).  Researchers should also decide in the design phase their array layout, feature duplication, 

and the controls to be spotted on the slide (Whitfield et al. 2002; Smyth et al. 2005).    

A variety of microarray slides are available for printing, most are poly-L-lysine and 

amino silane-coated (see Hessner et al. 2004 for surface-chemistry comparisons).   Telechem 

(http://www.arrayit.com/Products/Substrates/) and Erie Scientific 

(http://www.eriemicroarray.com/index.aspx) are leading providers of microarray slides.  The 

actual robotic printing of microarrays is increasingly being outsourced to large university core 

labs or private companies which now have years of experience in the field.  For groups that 

anticipate printing multiple array designs and batches and want increased printing flexibility, 

purchasing a spotting robot may be a good choice.  Perkin Elmer (http://las.perkinelmer.com/) 

and Genomic Solutions (http://www.genomicsolutions.com) offer popular printing systems.   

In situ array technology relies on photolithography for microarray construction (Lipshutz 

et al. 1999), a technique often used in computer chip fabrication.  In contrast to spotting 

nucleotide products on the slide surface, oligonucleotides are synthesized directly on the surface 

of the array, one base at a time.  To achieve sufficient feature densities, unique physical 

lithographic masks are created for each array design, to either block or allow light to reach the 

slide.  In the places the mask does not cover, light deprotects, or converts a special protective 

group to a hydroxyl group.  This allows the binding of single oligo at that specific site by its 

phosphate group.  This oligo also bears a protective group that must be deprotected before an 

additional oligo can be coupled to it.  Through repeated cycles of deprotection and coupling, 25-

mer oligos are synthesized directly on the slide at densities currently as high as 1.3 million 
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features per array.  Affymetrix (http://www.affymetrix.com/) is recognized as the developer and 

industry leader for in situ arrays.  While their technology made genome-wide arrays a reality for 

model species and continues to expand the horizons of microarray research in biomedical fields, 

the technology has been prohibitively expensive for the smaller species groups including 

aquaculture species.  Nimblegen Systems (http://www.nimblegen.com) has recently developed a 

“maskless” version of the Affymetrix technology that uses digital mirrors to achieve the same 

effect (Nuwaysir et al. 2002) at a significantly lower startup cost, now making in situ arrays a 

feasible choice for aquaculture genomic research. 

The majority of array design considerations for in situ arrays overlap with those of 

spotted arrays.  EST analysis, clustering, quality control, and probe selection are still necessary 

steps to arrive at the set of genes that will be synthesized on the array.  The higher feature density 

allowed with in situ arrays means that more genes, duplicates, and/or controls may be included 

on the array, if desired.  Because the per array cost is significantly higher for in situ arrays and 

project flexibility considerably less than for spotted arrays, researchers usually attempt to 

maximize the information that can be gained from each slide.  Usually, desired sequences for the 

array are sent electronically to the company, which then carries out oligo probe selection (23-25-

mers) and designs the array layout.  Both Affymetrix and Nimblegen use a perfect match (PM) 

and mismatch (MM) system that accounts for the majority of the features on in situ arrays.  

Mismatch probes, as their name suggests, contain one or more mismatched nucleotides in the PM 

probe sequence and are used to detect and screen out false background fluorescence resulting 

from non-specific cross-hybridization.  Commonly, 10 PM and 10 MM probes are synthesized 

for each gene included on the array, and are believed to significantly increase the accuracy and 
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sensitivity of gene expression detection (see Chen et al. 2005; Han et al. 2004; Irizarry et al. 

2003 for more information on PM and MM probe theory).    

Spotted and in situ microarrays differ not only in their array construction but also in the 

procedures used to label and hybridize experimental samples (probes in the traditional sense) to 

them.  Both array platforms require that you start with RNA sources.  The RNA is extracted from 

the samples of interest.  Each RNA sample is reverse transcribed to cDNA, after quantification 

and quality-checking by spectrophotometer measurement and agarose gel electrophoresis.   From 

this step, differences in the procedure arise between the two microarray platforms.  

 The cDNA samples for spotted arrays are labeled with two different fluorescent dyes, 

Cy3 and Cy5, which fluoresce “green” and “red” respectively under two different wavelengths of 

light (633 nm and 543 nm). The control sample is labeled with one dye and the treatment sample 

with the other.  Dye assignments should be swapped in replicates to avoid dye-associated bias of 

hybridization (Churchill 2002).  Dye labeling is most commonly done either directly or through 

indirect aminoallyl labeling (see Manduchi et al. 2002; Badiee et al. 2003 for a comparison of 

labeling methods).  The two labeled samples are hybridized simultaneously in equal amounts to 

the same array for 16-20 hrs.  The hybridized array, after washing to remove unhybridized 

probes, is scanned under a laser scanner (e.g. Molecular Devices/Axon Instruments’ Axon 

4000B) at both fluorescent wavelengths (or channels) for the two dyes.  A digital image is 

acquired for both channels, and, by overlaying the two images, a fluorescent signal ratio for each 

array feature is obtained.  This fluorescent signal ratio indicates gene expression levels.  Using 

the Cy3/Cy5 labeling system, yellow spots indicate approximately equal levels of mRNA from 

both the control and treatment samples (equal signals from the green Cy3 and the red Cy5).   

Features that appear red or green have hybridized a majority of mRNA from only one sample.  
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Fluorescent intensity data for each feature are recorded, and the scanned image and data can be 

linked back to gene feature identities through programs such as Molecular Devices/Axon 

Instruments’ GenePix Pro software.  Background subtraction and normalization is customarily 

carried out at this point, followed by microarray analysis and validation of genes determined to 

be significantly differentially expressed after treatment.   

 For in situ arrays, the RNA samples are reverse transcribed using a T7 promoter oligo-dT 

primer.  The resulting cDNA is converted to a double-stranded template by a second strand 

synthesis reaction.  After purification, these double-stranded cDNA samples (again control and 

treatment) are converted by in vitro transcription to biotin-labeled cRNA using a T7 RNA 

polymerase. The cRNA from each sample is fragmented and hybridized to its own slide (note: no 

mixing of samples).  Streptavidin-phycoerithryn is added as the fluorescent dye for both the 

control and treatment samples.  To clarify, each biological sample for in situ arrays is hybridized 

to a different slide and labeled with a single dye.   Differential expression is measured by 

comparing the fluorescent intensity measurement of a given gene on the control slide with a 

separate measurement for the same gene from the treatment slide.  Labeling reactions and 

hybridizations of in situ arrays are commonly carried out by the array provider or core lab.  

Several groups have experimentally compared the precision and accuracy of the two platforms 

using the same biological samples.  Their studies may prove helpful to those considering which 

system to implement in their own research (see Woo et al. 2004; Yauk et al. 2004; Meijer et al. 

2005). 

Microarray research has advanced dramatically in recent years in aquaculture or aquatic 

species (summarized in Table 4).  However, the field is still in its infancy and distribution of 

resources remains uneven.  A number of microarrays have been developed from variety of 
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aquaculture species that has led to the publication of a special issue in the Journal of Fish 

Biology devoted entirely to the description of microarrays in aquatic species (Table 4).  

Interested readers are referred to this Special Issue (Journal of Fish Biology, Volume 72, issue 9, 

2008).   

To-date, most published microarray studies have used PCR-amplified spotted cDNA 

clones to fabricate the array.  However, as microarray research typically takes several years from 

its inception to reach publication, the recent trends toward spotted oligos and in situ microarrays 

may not be reflected in the aquaculture literature for several years.  A well-designed microarray 

can be a valuable asset to an aquaculture species group, especially if the cost per slide can be 

minimized to the extent that researchers can integrate transcriptomic approaches into their 

already established research.  Microarray studies are most successful when they are just one of 

several approaches used to answer biological questions.  For example, salmonid researchers have 

implemented array technology in their study of reproductive development, toxicology, 

physiology, and repeat structures (von Schalburg et al. 2006; Tilton et al. 2005; Vornanen et al. 

2005; Krasnov et al. 2005; Schiøtz et al., 2008; Jørgensen et al., 2008; Eichner et al., 2008; 

Young et al., 2008; Wynne et al., 2008; Gahr et al., 2008; Vanya et al., 2008; Roberge et al., 

2007; Martin et al., 2006; Ewart et al., 2005; Rise et al., 2004b).  In a similar effort, microarrays 

have been used to identify defense related genes in ESC-resistant blue catfish and ESC-

susceptible channel catfish (Peatman et al., 2007; 2008). 

Due to low funding levels and a relatively small research community, aquaculture 

genomics stands today where the model species did almost a decade ago.  In the same way, 

microarray research in aquaculture species is only in its infancy.  Like researchers of humans and 

mice ten years ago, we are currently using microarrays to accelerate gene expression analysis 
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under varied experimental conditions, to reveal novel functions in genes, and to discover 

possible gene interactions and networking through cluster analysis.   To find future directions for 

microarray research in aquaculture species, we need only to observe microarray studies in model 

species today.  The future looks especially promising for using microarrays for SNP analysis and 

QTL mapping to make tangible progress towards widespread marker-assisted selection (MAS) in 

aquaculture. In particular, merging positional candidate genes with expression candidate genes 

from microarray information may reveal QTL genes responsible for important performance traits 

(see Drake et al. 2006).    Microarrays have, furthermore, evolved to allow studies of 

metabolomics and proteomics that will be important in development of fish vaccines (Cretich et 

al. 2006). A Veterinary Immune Reagent Network has already been established in the US toward 

development of a set of antibodies for use in agricultural research including aquaculture 

(http://www.avma.org/onlnews/javma/jun06/060615b.asp).    Microarrays are also being utilized 

in livestock disease diagnostics, a use easily adapted for detection of outbreaks of aquaculture 

pathogens (Schmitt and Henderson 2005; Baxi 2006).  Much of the groundwork for practical 

microarray research has already been laid.  It is up to the aquaculture community to exploit and 

adapt these advances for the advantage of their respective species.  

In spite of the bright outlook of microarray research, emerging next generation 

sequencing technologies may soon replace, at least in part, the capacity of microarrays.  This is 

because sequence-based gene expression profiling can provide not only gene identities without 

any ambiguity, but also more accurate assessment of genome expression based on sequence tag 

counting.  

 

B. Sequence tag-based technology 
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Tag profiling is a revolutionary approach to gene expression analysis that generates expression 

profiles for any transcript from any organism. Using Solexa or SOLiD sequencing technologies, 

millions of expressed sequence tags can be generated from a single run allowing gene expression 

profiles to be accurately characterized based on sequence tag counting.  The major advantage of 

tag profiling is its high ability to identify, quantify, and annotate expressed genes on the level of 

the whole genome without prior sequence knowledge.  Because sequence tag-based genome 

expression analysis does not require any existing genome resources, it is much more adaptable to 

aquaculture species where whole genome sequences are lacking.    

 

C. Comparison of the microarray technology with tag or sequence-based technology 

 

In microarray experiments, hybridization signal intensities are used to generate abundance 

measurements that correspond to the amount of target mRNA that has hybridized to a specific 

probe; and relative measurements are determined by a comparison of two samples. Tag-based 

technologies measure the expression level of a gene by counting the abundance of a specific 

transcript in a sample. This count provides an abundance measure of each gene’s expression 

level within the sample.  Recently, some studies have compared microarray and massively 

parallel signature sequencing (MPSS) technology.  Their results suggested a moderate 

correlation between the two platforms.  However, one platform often detects expression for some 

genes that are not measured by the other platform (Coughlan et al., 2004; Oudes et al., 2005; Liu 

et al., 2007), suggesting that using a combination of transcription profiling technologies would 

provide more complete coverage of gene expression measurements. Different technology 

platforms likely will provide significant differences in the measurements of gene expression.  
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Chen et al. (2007) recently found that RNA samples exhibited higher correlations within the 

technology platform used to measure RNA abundance rather than expected similarities due to the 

biological nature of the samples.  In particular, the tag- or sequence-based platforms may be 

more variable in measuring RNA abundance than Affymetrix or Agilent microarray platforms. 

Therefore, comparison of RNA abundance across technology platforms requires exercise of 

caution.  However, when relative expression between samples with different biological treatment 

is of issue, which most often is the most important question for aquaculture research settings, the 

samples were more closely clustered according to their biological nature than the technology 

platform (Chen et al., 2007). 
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